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Juliana Socher
Based in Dresden, Germany

Linguist by degree 
Self-taught photographer

Freelancer since 2012, specialized on documentary photography

Main topics:
Environmental Issues

Women's rights
Science

In the summer season:
Alternative Weddings

Also: rock climber, nerd, part-time medical courier

Who is talking?

WELCOME!



  

“LEARN 
THE CRAFT 

(WHICH IS NOT 
VERY HARD).”

- ELLIOT 
ERWITT



  

The mysterious world of…

Focal Length
White Balance

Metering Modes
Shutter Release Controls

Camera Basics

CAMERA FAQ



  

Zoom lenses vs. prime lenses:

Zoom lenses offer flexibility

Prime lenses offer optimal optical performance

Camera Basics

FOCAL LENGTH



  

<24mm: Wide-angles for artistic, fun shots 
(significant distortion, fish eye effect)

24/35mm: Semi wide angle for Reportage, Documentary, Travel 

50mm: Portrait – the lens with the same angle of view 
as the human eye

85mm: Portrait – comfortable distance between photographer 
and subject

>200mm: Sports, Wildlife photography – must be used with tripod

Camera Basics

FOCAL LENGTH



  

Different sources of light 
have different colour temperatures. 

Mostly you are fine with the automatic WB setting, yay!
(Especially when you do retouching afterwards)

Camera Basics

WHITE BALANCE



  

Camera Basics

METERING MODES



  

Multi-Zone Metering: 
...divides the subject into a matrix of metering zones that are 

evaluated individually and than averaged 

Centre Weighted Metering: 
Same as above, with extra weight to the centre of the frame 

→ often used for portraits

Spot Metering: 
the meter reads from only the very centre of the frame 

→ often used in tricky light situations like backlit subjects, 
strong contrasts, reflecting light

Camera Basics

METERING MODES



  

Camera Basics

SHUTTER RELEASE CONTROLS

...or as I like to call it: 
S-CL-CH-Q-MUP



  

S: Single frame
= normal shooting mode: camera captures one frame when 

the shutter is released

CL/H: Continuous release (Low speed/ High speed)
camera will capture consecutive images as long as shutter 

release button is held down 
!! the limit to the number of frames = camera's buffer !!

→ Used for active, moving subjects 

Q: Quiet mode
...quite often it's rubbish

Camera Basics

SHUTTER RELEASE CONTROLS



  

Self Timer
a 2 or 10 second delay between the shutter being released 

and the image being captured
→ Useful for self-portraits or to avoid camera shake 

(improvised “remote release”)

MUP: Mirror up
used for shutter speeds below 1/60 sec. Mirror will flip up 

before the shot is taken, avoiding any overall loss of sharpness 
by vibrations of the sensor or the camera itself

→ Useful in low light situations or for long time exposure

Camera Basics

SHUTTER RELEASE CONTROLS



  

If you are looking for a new camera, don't just go for the 
Megapixels.

- Shooting modes: 
Manual, Aperture priority, and shutter priority shooting 

- Speed of autofocus
- Wide ISO range, ideally with low noise at high settings

- Ability to record both RAW and JPG files
- Handling: is the camera to big/small for your hands?

- Weight (especially when you are into travel/sport 
photography)

Camera Basics

A NEW CAMERA?



  

Controlling Light
Working with Light

Portrait Basics
Posing Basics
Storytelling 

Creative Techniques

What's to come

TOPICS



  

LIGHTLIGHT



  

Lens aperture and shutter speed 
– together with ISO setting – 

allow you to control light in camera.

Learning how these three influence each other will allow you 
to go full manual mode.

A Guide to Light

CONTROLLING LIGHT



  

A Guide to Light

CONTROLLING LIGHT
More light available Less light available



  

Aperture – Shutter Speed ( – ISO) 
Set one, adjust the others accordingly.

→ shoot in Aperture/Shutter Speed Priority depending on 
your needs

Example A: sport photography or moving subjects dictate 
1. priority: a high shutter speed

 2. a moderate lens aperture (not wide open)
Choose your ISO setting accordingly, depending on the 

available light

A Guide to Light

CONTROLLING LIGHT



  

Example B: for a traditional portrait, photographers tend to 
shoot wide open (f1.8-2.5) to separate their subject from the 

background:
1. priority: aperture

Shutter speed and ISO have to be adjusted accordingly.

Example C: to shoot in low light situations you'll have to 
consider all three parameters: wide aperture, set a high ISO 
setting and a shutter speed faster than 1/60-1/100 → use 

every photon you can get

A Guide to Light

CONTROLLING LIGHT



  

“I find the light  and work it, work it, work it.” 
– Janice Dickinson, Model



  

Light dictates everything*: 
the backdrop you choose, 

the direction a subject is facing, 
your position & point of view.

*in available light photography

A Guide to Light

WORKING WITH LIGHT



  

When you arrive at a scene, …
1. determine sources of light: position of the sun/daylight 
through windows, artificial light sources (light bulbs etc.)

Are you in charge of positioning your subject?

A Guide to Light

WORKING WITH LIGHT

Position him/her, 
keep an eye on 
the background, 
vary!

Find a good 
position/angle 

for yourself 
and make it 

work

Wait for the 
subject to move 
(if possible) and 
hope for the 
best 

Yes! No!

2. Be aware of changes of light!



  

Different qualities of light:

● Natural light vs. artificial light
● Sunlight vs. shadowy areas
● Sunlight vs. cloudy sky

● Backlight
● Frontlight
● Mixed lightning 

A Guide to Light

WORKING WITH LIGHT



  

A Guide to Light

WORKING WITH LIGHT
Sunny Daylight: 
● Strong contrasts
● Casting strong shadows across a face
● Glossy skin
● Squinty eyes



  

A Guide to Light

WORKING WITH LIGHT
Overcast Sky/Indoor window light

= “The safe choice”:
● Close to studio lightning
● No strong shadows
● Soft skin tones
● Low contrasts

When the sky is cloudy your model 
will still have to face the sun (or its 
supposed position) for the best 
light!



  

A Guide to Light

WORKING WITH LIGHT
● Creating a glow around the subject
● If exposed on the subject: blown 

out sky (white, lost data)
● If exposed on the background: 

dark subject, silhouette 

Backlight with sun: 



  

A Guide to Light

WORKING WITH LIGHT

Backlight without sun:
● mushy skin tones
● low contrasts
● Shadowy face areas



  

A Guide to Light

WORKING WITH LIGHT
Overcast Sky:

- nearly studio lightning

- no strong shadows

- soft skin tones

- low contrasts



  

A Guide to Light

WORKING WITH LIGHT
Mixed Lightning = different sources of light ...it's hard. (esp. WB)



  PORTRAITS



  

BIG SECRET REVELATION:
There are no “natural portraits”

Every photo shoot situation is a staged situation: the subject is 
well aware that he/she is photographed.

The secret is to make it LOOK natural.

A little more conversation, a little more action please

PORTRAITS



  

TALKING IS PART OF TAKING A PICTURE

Talk to people. 
Give feedback. 

Explain what you are doing and why.

Portraits are a reflection of the relationship between 
photographer and subject. If the photographer can create a 

relaxed and fun atmosphere, the subject will look relaxed and 
like he/she is having fun.

A little more conversation, a little more action please

PORTRAITS



  

Bottom line: 
DON'T SAY “RELAX!” – IT IS UP TO YOU TO MAKE THEM RELAX.



  

Tip: Generate Movement to reduce the awkwardness

A little more conversation, a little more action please

PORTRAITS



  

Tip: 
direct camera eye contact = awkward
Look eyes elsewhere = less awkward

“look into the distance” – take some alibi photos
“look at me” – take some real photos, and be quick!

They will look more relaxed for a few seconds.

A little more conversation, a little more action please

PORTRAITS



  

THE IMPORTANCE OF “IN BETWEENS”

Typical photo shoot procedure:

1. Pose: “Please stand under that tree and look into the distance”

2. Take some (awkward) photos.

3. Say something to get your subject's attention (a joke, something nice, 
a (heartfelt) compliment...)

4. The person will focus on you, he/she will react and his/her body and 
facial expression will slightly relax = IN BETWEEN MOMENT

5. Try to continue taking photos when this happens. Repeat.

A little more conversation, a little more action please

PORTRAITS



  

POSING



  

Juliana's Pre-Posing “Lookin' good?” Check 

Save yourself a lot of trouble and/or editing time and check for…

● Cell phone / keys in pockets!
● No chewing gum!

● Difficult hair?
● Shirt tucked in? Wrinkles? Messy collar?

● Dresses/Shirts/Blouses: pull down to straighten it
● Check the background: Poles coming out of people's heads, fences 

entering one ear and exiting the other, etc.

A little more conversation, a little more action please

POSING



  

4 basic rules

● Shoulders back (especially when sitting)
● Relaxed stand (standing leg + free leg)

● Give the hands something to do
● Head straight (no puppy eyes!)

A little more conversation, a little more action please

POSING



  

SIDE NOTE: DIVERSITY

If you are not bound to a specific person for a photo shoot, but if 
you are free in choosing a model:

 consider asking not only white, young, able bodied, male people!

With photography (especially for outreach purposes), we can 
actively enhance visibility of minority groups.

Representation matters. 

A little more conversation, a little more action please

POSING



  

STORYTELLING



  

“Today, with everyone being able to easily make technically 
perfect photographs with a cell phone, you need to be an author. 

It is all about authorship.”
- David Alan Harvey

The Art of Observation

STORYTELLING



  

Impactful photo essays have one thing in common:
they transfer information and meaning to the viewer 

via the modus operandi of written stories.

Storytelling techniques help the viewer engage, they offer 
context, they can make an argument, they can transport a feeling, 

they are entertaining. We can use these techniques for:

● Travel/Holiday pictures
● Documentation of events

● Advertising/PR photography
● Single frames (Boss level)

They are not dependent on our camera model 
but on our ability to observe.

The Art of Observation

STORYTELLING



  

Information we want to convey visually:

Context
A sense of Place
A sense of time

The protagonists
A plot

A conflict

Of course, these informations can overlap.

The Art of Observation

STORYTELLING



  

(Keep in mind: we don't have to create stories as complex as a 
James Joyce novel (please don't!))

The Art of Observation

STORYTELLING



  

“THE BLURB”, or: offering context

In most cases, your story doesn't have to rely on photos alone: 
Use Captions to give basic information, introductory words or 

some background to the story
→ preferably information that can't be conveyed via photography

e.g. on Social Media (Facebook, Instagram), on blogs, in magazines 

The Art of Observation

STORYTELLING



  



  

A SENSE OF PLACE
Where are you?

Look for “typical” subjects which represent a certain place: 
patterns, colours, buildings

Far away: use wide focal lengths to capture the “I am here” 
feeling: think like a Postcard Photographer 

Close-up: detail shots 

Which information contribute to a sense of place?
temperature, season, weather, lightning, scale, business/calmness

….

The Art of Observation

STORYTELLING



  



  



  



  



  



  

A SENSE OF TIME

In a broader sense:
Topicality

(especially important if you are documenting a one-time-only 
event)

In a narrow sense: 
Time of day 

→ show daylight (or darkness) to give a sense of time 
Also: quality of light, seasonal elements, ...

The Art of Observation

STORYTELLING



  



  



  

THE PROTAGONISTS 

Who are the people who are involved in your story? 
How do we get a glimpse of their personality?

(Staged) Portraits or candids
→ They are especially strong with information about time & 

place, plot, etc.
→ Show emotions

The Art of Observation

STORYTELLING



  



  



  



  

A PLOT
What is happening?

→ show some action!

Visual instruments:

● Involve protagonists
● Wait for the right moment (or try continuous release - CL/H) 

● Capture movement, dynamics
● look symbolic gestures which represent an action

The Art of Observation

STORYTELLING



  



  



  



  



  



  

A CONFLICT

Don't start a fight! 
We're talking about visual contradictions & elements of surprise.

Create suspense, surreal views, unusual sights, use your wit!

Visual instruments:
● contrasts (black and white, dark and bright)

● unusual perspectives (from above, from below)
● show unexpected aesthetic connections, dualities 

(often humorous shots): e.g. mirroring gestures, reoccurring 
patterns of colour

The Art of Observation

STORYTELLING



  
Photo by: Matt Stuart
New Bond Street. 2006



  
Photo by: Matt Stuart



  



  



  

BOTTOM LINE

Documentary Photography doesn't mean waiting for something 
to happen in front of your lens. 

= active search for subjects, scenes, moments
→  keep the narrative and the “must haves” in mind, while 

always expect the unexpected!

Observe!

The Art of Observation

STORYTELLING



  

It's not just the Golden Ratio…

The Art of Observation

CREATIVE TECHNIQUES



  

FRAMING

Literally creating a visual frame within your picture
● to highlight or to counteract a photo's subject

● To add more depth and information to the scene

→ visual and/or informative value!

→ this is one of the most versatile tools for all types of 
photography (Documentary, Travel, Street, Reportage, Event,…)

● Take a step back
● Look for elements that could add context

The Art of Observation

CREATIVE TECHNIQUES



  
Photo by: Matt Stuart



  



  



  



  



  



  

CHANGE YOUR PERSPECTIVE!

“Photographer's Yoga”

● Kneel down
● Lie down

● Walk on tiptoe
● Bend over

● Climb some stairs
● Bring a ladder!

Sometimes two steps away from the “usual viewpoint” will do it...

The Art of Observation

CREATIVE TECHNIQUES



  
Photo by: Martin Parr 
ITALY. Pisa. The Leaning Tower of Pisa. From 'Small World'. 1990



  



  



  

Vs.



  

PRACTISE!
CHALLENGE YOURSELF!

And have fun!

The Art of Observation

CREATIVE TECHNIQUES



  

The End

THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
ATTENTION!



  

Juliana Socher
Chrononauts Photography

Based in Dresden, Germany

Www.chronoreport.de (Documentary)
https://www.instagram.com/strollingstones/

Www.chrononauts-photography.com (Wedding & Portrait)
https://www.instagram.com/chronoreport/

Mail: jul@chrononauts.de

All photos without a copyright caption: by Juliana Socher
Others: by the mentioned photographer

http://Www.chronoreport.de/
https://www.instagram.com/strollingstones/
http://Www.chrononauts-photography.com/
https://www.instagram.com/chronoreport/
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